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Mapping farmers perceptions
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Multiple functions of new wetlands
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Priority landscapes for new wetlands
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Local workshops
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Solution scenarios



An 8-step guidance for implementation
(of IBZ’s or other landscape scale measures)

Preparatory steps:

1. Model the risk of N and P losses to streams targeting recipient requirements

2. Map nature values, ecosystem services, the potential for hunting, bird watching and public access.

3. Map the suitable measure locations (for IBZ and other agro environmental measures relevant for targeting recipient 
requirements). 

4. Prepare maps to present to farmers showing critical areas. 

Joint steps with the farmers:

5. Farmer meetings by a catchment advisor with “T-shaped skills”
a. Making inquiries about their values as a farmer, how they view nature, environmental impact and nature related interests (hunting, bird 
watching, interactions with the public etc.). 

b. Finding out what motivates the farmer, his motivation for collaborating with other farmers, the importance of societal recognition and interests 
in promoting public access. 

c. Getting the farmer to talk about his land and his observations of soil conditions, erosion, yield differences, drainage and soil nutrient status. 

d. Invite the farmer to express his ideas of enhancing nature value on his land, protecting the watercourse and his motivation for doing this. This 
can be combined with a walk in his fields. 

6. Presentation of maps (Only after the conversation, described above). 
a. Ask if the farmer can recognize the critical areas for nutrient losses. 

b. Use this opportunity to explain the modeled background of the maps, their limitations and possibilities. 

7. Summarize information about the farm, and suggest a forward strategy to the farmer (tied to the actual farmers 
type profile). 

8. Evaluate answers from all farmers in the catchment, and form groups of coherent farmers to established a collective 
strategy with a broad pallet of environmental measures. 

After Skjellerudsveen (2016)
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Drivers for implementation of landscape 
scale measures in Denmark.

Focus on 3 drivers for the implementation of landscape scale measures:

1. Public demands for clean and sustainable water resources

2. Ensuring and creating legitimacy for landscape scale measures as a driver

a) The role of scientific knowledge and participation 

3. Regulatory framework and policy instruments as drivers



Results from a national stated preference survey undertaken by Kennet Uggeldahl et al. as part of the 

BufferTech project.

The data consists of more than 3200 randomly sampled Danes, and was collected during the spring and 

summer of 2016.

#Driver 1- Public demands for clean and 
sustainable water resources 



#Driver 2- Creating legitimacy –the role of 
scientific knowledge and participation

Case study from the implementation of the Buffer 

zone Act and analysis of prospects for differentiated 

regulation.

The Buffer zone act was implemented in 2011, but 

met with opposition from different stakeholders, in 

particular farmers, and resulted in several lawsuits 

towards the Danish government and vice versa.

This process has been analysed

Thorsøe, Graversgaard & Noe (2017)



#Driver 2- Creating legitimacy about 
scientific knowledge and participation

The study shows the importance of  ensuring legitimacy and that failure to legitimize 

the regulation/policy on landscape scale measures makes it impossible to establish a 

win–win situation for farmers and society and imply that farmers use the courtroom as a 

battleground rather than complying with the regulation. 

Differentiated regulation need a fundamental change in the knowledge regime, requiring 

more locality specific knowledge and governance. 

Furthermore, environmental models need to be supplemented with various types of  

practical and local knowledge. 

Thorsøe, Graversgaard & Noe (2017)



• The use of policy instruments/measures

• Stakeholder involvement

Exemplified by wetland implementation

#Driver 3- Regulatory framework and 
policy instruments 



The governance process of 
implementation of landscape scale 
measures
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Water Councils in 2014



Task:
Advise municipalities in developing draft Program of Measures for 
improving the physical conditions in streams.

The water councils were given a “water council package” consisting of:
1. A frame for the minimum distribution of effort and an economic 

frame per. RBD 
2. A guide for municipalities and water councils 
3. A priced catalog of 16 measures
4. A GIS-based tool

The institutional arrangements and policy design was beforehand 
fixed.

Danish water councils
Water Councils in 2014
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Water Councils in 2014



Conclusions from Water Councils in 2014

• Having a structured and fixed institutional frame around public participation (top-down meeting bottom-

up) can produce cost-effective results.

• In all, this means that the length of streams required to reach the environmental target has doubled for 

the same amount of money

• However, the policy design and institutional arrangement of the water council also creates boundary 

limitations, and the fixed frame did not allow room for including innovative solutions in the PoMs, for 

example integration of climate change concerns and nutrient management were never considered.

• Opportunities to build legitimacy and ownership were not taken.

• Implications for Water councils 2.0 - starting today and future water governance!



Drivers for implementation of landscape 
scale measures in Denmark.

Concluding remarks:

3 important drivers for the implementation of landscape scale measures:

1. Public demands for clean and sustainable water resources

2. Ensuring and creating legitimacy for landscape scale measures as a driver

a) The role of scientific knowledge and participation 

3. The regulatory framework and use of policy instruments as drivers
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